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I.

MEANIiIG AND EFFECT

Backgroundr restrictive clauses, The development of the
automatic crysta'llisation clause arose out of the very Iimited
effectiveness of the traditional restrict'ive clause contained in
a floating charge, to the effect that the chargor covenanted not
to create any specific charge ranging in priority or pari passu
to the floating charge. The restrictive clause was introduced in
the 1890s in an attempt to prevent the result that otherwise
applied t,hat a subsequent specific charge took priority over a
prior floating charge even where the spec'ific chargee had actual
notice. The courts, however, held that a restrictive clause was
effective only if the subsequent specific chargee had actual
notice of the terms of the restriction. Actual notice of the
existence of a floating charge was held not to constitute
constructive notice of the restrictive clause contained within
its contents. The result applied even where the floating charge
was registered under the charges registration provisions of the
companies legislation. Registration constituted construct,ive
notice only of the existence of the float,ing charge, and not the
contents including the restrictive clause.

Autonatic crystallisation clauses. The introduction from the
1960s onwards of the automatic crysta'llisation clause has been a
more recent drafting innovation in floating charges[1]. Under

the traditional clause, where the charge became merely
"enforceable" following default, the active intervention of the
chargee by appointment of receiver yas required in order to
crysta'llise the charge. An automatic clause, however, provides
that upon the happening of a certain stipulated event the charge
shalì, without morer automatically crystal'lise and become
specific. The concept of automatic crystallisation was first
held effective by the High Court of Australia in Slein v.
Sa.well[2], where the relevant clause stated that th-ñarge
would automatically crystallise on the appointment of a receiver
under a previous debenture. A more sophisticated clause was also
upheld in Re Manurewa Transport Ltd[3J. In that case the
particular clause provided that the f'loating charge would
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automatically crystallise on the subsequent attempt to create a
specifìc charge ranking in priority or pari passu. Clear words
in the contract, however, are necessary to achieve automatic
crystaìlisation. A provision to the effect that the company's
licence to deal will terminate upon default, whereupon the
security wiII become "enforceablet', wiII be insufficient,[4].

of

|tattempted chargett

clause. A clause of the kind
upheld in Re Manurewa Transport Ltd confers a distinct advantage
over the previous restrictive clause. The latter is merely a
negative personaì covenant, which is not effective unless the
subsequent specific chargee has actual notice. In itself, the
restrictive clause has no proprietary effect: it confers no
equitable interest in the charged property on the chargee. By
contrast, the "attempted chaige"'
causes an ãquitab'lã
interest 'irrnediateìy and automatically"iursã
to vest in the chargee, as
soon as the event which triggers 'its operation occurs, If as in
Re Manurewa Transport Ltd the clause can be triggered on the very
att,empt to ..create a subsequent charge (even as the chargor
attempts to "puù pen to papertt to execute the charge[5]), then-an
equitable interest necessariìy arises before the actual creation
of the subsequent charge. The floating chargee can therefore
claim under the equitable rules of priority an equitable interest
prior in time as against the subsequent interest.
Advantage

Automatic crystallisation subject to estoppel. Although the
priority of an attempted charge clause on grounds of time confers
a valuable advantage on the chargee, it will not necessarily be

effective in all cases to preserve priority against subsequent,
interests. Companies Code priority rules in relation to
subsequent charges wilj be considered later, but even under the
general law finaì priority st'i'll needs to be determined under the
normal operation of equitable priority rules 'in relat'ion to
equitab'le as against subsequent 1ega1 and equitable interests.
If the subsequent, interest is a legaì mortgage or purchase, the
hoìder of which has no notice of the contents of the prior
floating charge, then the specific interest will prevajl on the
grounds of bona fide purchase for valuable consideration of a
lega'l interest, without notice, actual or constructive. If the
subsequent-specific charge 'is equitable only, then the floating
charge wÍ ll have first priority on grounds of time, since
crystal'l isation causes the floating chargee to obtai n an
equitable_ proprietary interest by virtue of the "attempted
charge" clause. Automatic crystal'lisation will aìso be effeciive
to exclude subsequent rights of set-off (if notice is also given
to the chargorrs debtor) and execution creditors. As agaiñst a
subsequent equitable interest, however, priority in time will be
liab'le to reversa'l by estoppel in line with the general rules of
equitabìe priority according to the nature of the property
subject to the charge. For examp]e, in the case of debts,
priority of t,ime in the case of an equitable assignment, notice
of which has not been given to the debtor, ts Iiable to reversal
under the rule in Dearle v. Hall[6] as against a subsequent
equitable assignmentl-Timi ìarÇ-equitablã priority on grounds
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of time is liable to reversal by estoppel in the case of a charge
over shares unprotected by possession of share scrip. In the
case of chattels, cash, or negotiable instruments, however, since
in relation t,o these forms of property neither the common law nor
equity developed any general doctrine of estoppel whereby
continued possession of charged property by the debtor would
estop the secured creditor (whether under a lega'l or equitable
mortgage) from asserting priority on grounds of time[7], the
automatic crystallisation clause wjll be effect,ive against all
subsequent chattel interests, except a legal interest without

notice[8].

II,

CRTTICISMS OF AUTOMATIC CRYSTALLISATIOiI

Autanatic crystallisation is ttunjusttt. Under an automatic
clause, the chargee attempts by express contract to protect
himseìf by causing crystallisation to occur on stipulated events
of defauìl,, wit,hout need for active lnterventlon by appoìnting a
receiver or waiting until trading stops. The case authorities on
the subject are mainly all Australasian, with very little
relevant Engl ish authority. The concept was first clearly
approved in Stein v. Sawelì[9]. Prior to that there had been
some academic controversy as to whet,her or not crystallisation
could be brought about by express stipulation in the charge
contract. Some writers have pointed to 19th cent,ury decisions as
being examples of automatic crystallisation but, it is submitted,
this is unjustified, since none of the older cases dealt with
clauses appropriateiy drafted to achieve this effect[10]. More
recently in Australia, there has been occasion where the court
has expressed itself to leave open the point as to whether or not
automatic crystallisation is permissible[11], but without Stein
v. Sa.w¿ell being discussed. Generaìly, however, it is \rery
difficult to see why there should be any agonising over the
question in face of the clear High Court authoritV[12]. Recent
Engl ish cases have approved the vaì idity
of automatic
crystaìlisation[13].

Criticisms of automatic crystaìlisation. There have in recent
years been certain criticisms, particularly in Engìand,
concerning the effects of automatic crystaìlisation[14]. These
are usualìy expressed as follou¡s:

(a) it is "extremely inconvenient,"[15] that the charge could
crystallise, perhaps upon some trivial or technical event,
without the chargor and chargee themse'lves being necessarily
aware of it and t,o the prejudice of third parties who may be
surprised by its effect without having any means of
discovering the fact of automatic crystallisatioñ by public
search;

(b) it

and

operates to the prejudice of unsecured creditors

general ìy.
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It has been argued that automatic crystallisation should be
prohibited on grounds of "¡udicial päÌ icy"[16]. The United
Kingdom Cork Report, on Insolvêñclr while assuming its validity,
recommended that it should be precluded by legislation[17].
judicial policy argunent. The basis on which the court could
entertain jurisdiction in this context t,o set aside a contract is
unclear[18]. All that automatic crysta'lljsation does as a matter
of contract between the parties is to determine that equitable
title shall vest in the equitable chargee upon the happening of
The

certain stipulated events, without need for further act or
intervention by the chargee, It is submitted that it, should be
regarded as something of a commonplace to perm'it parties to make
their ou/n contract as to when title should pass. This is
uncontroversial in the context of the sale of goods where, even
in the case of specific goods, buyer and seller can agree to
postpone passage of t'itle until a later date. It is essent.ially
the same question in regard to automatic crystallisation.
Prejudice to the parties argument. Parties are no doubt free to
cont,racts or bad contracts. A sensibie draftsman (even
where acting for a chargee) would select only critical events for
automatic crystaì I i sation and not sti pul ate that automatic
crysta'llisation should occur for any event of default at all,
including any minor or trivial breach, unrelated to the chargorts
financial position or third party t,hreat to the charged property.
make good

The main events

that, for

example, a bank draftsman would seek to

insert are those that protect the bank against subsequent adverse
thjrd party interests intervening or threatening, for example,
subsequent attempts to create specific charges, factor book debts
or enter into sale and lease-back arrangements, threats of
execution by judgment creditors or circumstances of insolvency.
Usualìy, where automatic crystallisation is adopted, the sensibie
draftsman also inserts a "de-crystal.lisation" clause, so that if
something unintended happens, then the chargee can by notice de-

crystalÏise the charge in respect of any asset over which it has
previously attached. Just as parties can agree when an equitable
interest wilï arise upon crystallisation, so they can also agree
quite informaì1y upon the circumstances in which an equitãbie

interest can be released and crystallisation cease to apply.
Prejudice to third parties argument. The crit,icisms ignore the
effeet of estoppei and other priority rules under thã general
law, The result of automatic crystallisation (as indãed of
crystallisation on any other grounds) is that the chargee then
acqu.ires an_equitable proprietary interest. A subsequent legal
purchaser for valuable consideration without notice actual or
constructive (e.g. a trade customer purchasing items of stock-in-

trade at retai 1 premì ses) overreaches tñe prior equitabl e
i.nterest by virtue of ìegal title paramount. In regard to book
debts, a subsequent _ absolute assignee or specific equitabre
chargee, who gives first notice to the debtor.either under the
statute[l9] or under the rule in Dearle v. Hal'1, obtains first
priority over the prior crystaìEi cha@- Simi larly, in
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regard to shares, a crystal I ised chargee is estopped from
asserting priority aga'inst a subsequent chargee who obtains
possession of the scrip. The particular case where an automatic
clause confers an advantage is as against a subsequent specìfic
equ'itable charge over chattels[20]. This however would not
affect a subsequent bona fide legal mortgagee without notice.
Upon fuller analysis, therefore, of the traditional rules of the
generaì law relating to priorit,ies of equitable and legal

interests, the consequences of automatic crystallisation become
considerably more commonplace, and far Iess capricious, t,han is
sometimes supposed. Automatic crystal I isation is not some
universal panacea enabling a chargee to obtain priority under all
conceivable circumstances. At best, it can be said that
automatic crystallisation does in certain circumstances confer
additional advantages compared with the traditional form of
fìoating charge, particularly in the context of chattel assets
and as against execution creditors. In other circumstances,
further action is st'ill required by the chargee, e.g. giving
first notice to debtors, in order to preserve the priority
otherwise obtained on grounds of an equitab'le interest first Ín
time.
to unsecured creditors argument. It is hard to see the
force of this argument, when even the floating charge in its
traditional form without automatic crystaìlisation permits
security to be taken over the whole of the companyts present and
future assets. The only particular difference as against
unsecured cred'itors is t,hat execution creditors are automatically
postponed, This, it is submitted, is of lit,tle signìficance
since it is un.like'ly that a traditional f'loat,ing charge will
stand by and permit executions without intervening by appo'intment
of a receiver to postpone execution creditors and, in any event,
Prejudice

unsecured creditors almost invariably prefer to enforce payment
against jnsolvent companies through winding-up procedures rat,her
than through judgment and execution. The argument, in essence,
real'ly seems to be that floati ng charges general ìy are
prejudicia'l to unsecured creditors. If there is a mischief for
this reason, then the proper remedy is through leg'isìative
reform, but it is a bad argument for saying that automatic
crysta'llisation clauses in particular should be prohibited on
grounds of "policytt. Parljament has intervened 'in the past to
protect creditors in certain cases, where the floating charge was
considered too far-reaching. For example, the whole system of
preferential payments to employees over a f'loating chargee, as
now enshrined in s.441 of the Companies Code, was first
introduced by amendment to the Companies Act in England in
18971211. Similarly, where the result of ttte decision in Stein
v. Sa.well was felt to cause prejudice to empìoyees, beffi
automatic crystallisation took the charge outside the scope of
the preferential payment,s provision, being confined to floating

charges, Parl iament rectified the situation by subsequent
amendment applying this section to any charge which not only was
still floating at the time of receiversh'ip or liquidation but
which also commenced life as a floating charge even though it had
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subsequently become specificl-227. In short. it, is submitted that
this argument is greatly exaggerated. The current proposals of
the Law Reform Commission, discussed below, should be considered

in this light.

III.

COMPAI¡IES CODE PRIORITIES

priority system following Code. The Companies Code in 1982
introduced significant changes to the charges Division in
relation to priorities affectjng charges, especialìy under s.204
and Scheduie 5. Registrable charges now take priority according
to order of registration. In the particular case of a floating
charge, notification of a restrictive clause in the particulars
of charge now means that priority can be retained against a
subsequent spec'ific charge. Priority of charges, however, is not
in all cases governed by the Code prìorities. This is so because
the transitionaì provìsions of s.2154 apply the code priorities
onìy in respect of charges registered subsequent to the
introduction of the Code[23] and also because the code priorities
apply only between successive registrabje charges, In other
words, where a prior charge was created before the Code ot, if
created after the Code, where a subsequent c.harge is a nonregistrable charge, the general law priorities still apply. A
specific charge is non-regìstrable if it is given over- nonregistrable charge property (i,e. property of a kind not listed
in any of the part'icular paragraphs (b) to (j) of s"200(1) or,
a'lthough given over registrable charge property, if it is taken
in a non-registrable manner (e, g. by a charge over shares
protected by the simultaneous deposit of share certificates),
Pre{ode priority ruTe. In conseguence, a fìoating charge
registered prior to the code (even where t,he floating charge
contains a restrictive- clause aga'inst subsequent charges or even
absolute assignments) loses priority against a subsequent
specific charge or absolute assignment taken without actual
notice of the restrictive clause. As refemed to above, there is
no constructive notìce arising by virtue of registration of the
Dual

restrictive

clause.

priority rule. The priorìty of a floating charge registered
after the code (incorporating
both the code priorjtiãs anã, where
applicable, the general 'law) with a notified restrictive clause
as against subsequent non-registrable interests depends on
assumptions concernìng: (a) the relevance of the code
priorities; and (b) the extent of the doctrine of constructive
code

notice subsequent to the

Code.

Floating _ charge plus restrictive clause as against nonregistrable charge. The answer whether the code priórities apply
to a registered floating charge with restrictive clause notifìed
under the particulars of charge as against a subsequent specific
charge over non-registrable charge property depends upon the
correct interpretation to be given to s,204(4)[24]. In view of
the recent advent of the Code, no authoritative -case decision
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exists in regard to the proper treatment to be given to this subsection but it is submitted that the correct interpretation is
that the sub-section should be read according to its plain
language so as to refer to a floating charge, as well as a
specific charge. A floating charge given over all the present
and fut,ure assets of a company, extends to both registrable
charge property and non-registrable charge property. The subsection, thereforer govêFrìs priorìties of a floating charge with
notified restrictive cJause in relation to regìstrable charge
property according to the Code priorities but excludes the Code
priorities in relation to non-registrable charge property[25].
Assuming that this is the corect interpretation, then the preCode general 1aw priorities would apply, subject to the question
of the extent of constructive notice in relation to restrictive
clauses appìy'ing after the Code.
Constructive notice after Code of contents of charge. The
question arises whether after the Code the doctrine of
constructive notice survives according to the version prevaiìing
prior to the Code, that, constructive notice constitutes notice of
the existence but noÈ the contents of a registered charge. 0r
whether noy, as a result of the Code provisions permitting

registration of restrictive clauses, a restrictive

clause

not,ified in the registered particulars affect,s the world with
notice of it,s contents. It is, of course¡ ân unsatisfactory
feature of the present Charges Division that this question should
still arise. The Code itself failed to consider the doctrine of
constructive notice at, the time of its introduction in 1982.

Subsequently, an amendment jn 1983, inserting the neur s.68C, did
refer to the doctrine. That section abolished the doctrine of

constructive notice in relation to registered documents
generalìy, except that s.68C(2) expressìy preserves the
continuance of the doctrine in relation to documents registered
under the Charges Division. The amendment, however, alsó failed
to consider the form in which the doctrine previously existed
and, consequently, the form in which it has been preserved.
uncertainty as to wide or narrou yiew. There are in fact
competing arguments concerning the extent of the doctrine
subsequent to the code. The argument,s for t,he wide view that
constructive notice now includes a rest,rictive clause is si mply
that, because a restrictive clause now appears on the register, a
subsequent non-registrable ch arg ee is able to discover it by
search. The logic of
ard Rota
td 261, rhe
leading authori ty estab ishing t e previous existence but not
the contentst' rule, being based on the fact that a sub sequent
chargee could not discover a restrictive clause b y search, is now
reversed as a result of the statutory amendment permitting the
registration of a restrictive clause. The argume nt for a narrour
view, principally, points to the fact that the statutory purpose
of the Code in providing for registration of restrictive clauses
!l¿.as merely to relieve the floating chargee from the effect under
code provisions otherwise applying õf "deemed consent" by a
!1,"
fìoatirrg chargee to postponement to a subsequent registãred
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charge[Z7]. The code was not concerned to regulate priorities as
aga'inst subsequent non-registrable chargees, who should not
therefore be expected to search the register, so that
const,ructive notjce should not be raised against them.

Priority consequences. If t,he narroì{ view were correct, then in
effect, the pre-Code priority rules would still apply to a
floating charge plus restrictive clause as against subsequent

non-registrable charges and absolute assignments. The latter
if the chargee/assìgnee had actual notice of

would be bound only

the restrictive cìause. If the wide view were correct, then a
registered rest,rictive clause would prevail against both a
subsequent chargee over non-registrable charge property and a
subsequent
charge over registrable charge
-non-registrable
property. There
would, however, be no added protection given to
a restrictive clause against a subsequent absolute assignment in
the absence of actual notice, since the restrictive cláuse noht
placed on the register is confined to restrictions against,

charges, and not against absolute assignments.

Autonatic crystallisation clauses after Code- The effect of an
automatic crystal I i sation cl ause can be compared with a
rest,rictive clause in iight of the Code provisions. There is no
provìsion under the code to notify an automatic clause on the
register, so there can be no argument that anything further is

gajned by reason of constructive notice of such a clause, whether
a wide or narrow view. As against a subsequent registrable
charge, however, it appears that an automatic clause- of the
"attempted charge" variety can take advantage of the Code
priority rule of first registration, The ttdeemed variation by
consentt' provision under the code in the case of a floating
charge app'lies in such a manner that the floating chargee is
deemed to have consented to postponement to na subsequent,
registered charge, being a fixed charge that is created before
tlt" f.loating charge becomes fixed"l28J. under the "attempted
charge' clause the floating chargee ian properly claim to holã a
crystallised charge,before the creation of the subsequent charge.
It follows, therefore, that in the case of an appropriatãly
worded automatic crysta]lisation clause, the floating chargee can
a'lways claim priority by virt,ue of first registratiãn and-is not
deemed by the code to have consented to a vãriation of priority
in favour of a subsequent specific charge. The automatic clause,
hûwever, wouìd obtain no advantage uñder the code as against
subsequent non-registrable charges or absolute ass.ignmentsl It
would have to re'ly on general law advantages gained by priority
of interest on grounds of time. For example, priorily would be
retai ned:

on

(a) ìn respect of non-registrable charge property, such as bank
deposits and in general other contractuat rights (other than
book debts) as agaÌnst subsequent chargeeã and absolute
assignees (subject to first notice to the debtor);
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(b) In respect of documents of title to

goods or negotiable
instruments as against a subsequent non-registrable charge
created by letter of hypothecation[29] but not where created
by means of pledge acquired without actual noticel30]; and

(c) in

debts, as against a subsequent absolute
first notice to the debtor).
These advantages of an automatic compared with a restrictive
clause arise only on the narrow view of constructive notice of a
restrictive clause. 0n the wide view, the results obtained by
each clause would be 'identical, except that the automatic clause
would still obtain the added advantage against an absolute
assignee of book (or other) debts. It appears therefore, that
the automatic clause, even after the Code, still obtains a
significant measure of advantage over the restrictive clause. In
practice, however, t,he draftsman would insert both clauses in the
charge, so as to obtain combined protection.
respect of book

assignment (subject to

IV.

SPECIFIC CHARGE C0f'lPARIS0ll

Gode/general lav priorities. Generally, a floating chargee would
enjoy most of t,he advantages considering the protection of both
restrictive and automatic clauses of a specific charge over
registrable charge property, He would not, however, obtain as

against a subsequent absolute purchaser the priority of a
registered specific charge through constructive notice (where

notice of existence of the charge is sufficient), because an
automatic crystaìlisation clause as such cannot be notified on
the charges register, and a subsequent assignee is not bound with
constructive notice of the contents of a registered charge. A
subsequent assignee will, of course, be bound by t,he clause, if
he has actual notice of it.
Preferential creditors. The chargee is also subject to the Code
provisions reìating to invalidation of fìoating charges and
preferential payments because the Code defines a "floating
charge" to include a charge which floats at its inception but

which subsequently becomes specific[31].

charge takes priority ìn relation to debts due to a
taxpayer company as against a notice from the Commissioner of
Taxation given under s.218 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936,
(or s.38 óf the Sales Tax Assessme
ich is
expressed in similar terms). Such a notice in effect attaches
book debts to the chargor and takes priority over a floating
charge, if given by the Commissioner to the relevant debtors
prior to crystallisationL32l. In relation to s.218 notices from
the Commissioner of Taxation, an appropriate event, ê.9. failure
by the chargor to pay tax when assessed, could need to be

A specific

inserted in the charge as an appropriate automat,ic
I isation event, in order to forestal I the attachment
effect of the Commissionerrs notice. Generally, thereforer ârì
automatic crysta'llisation clause is a usefu'l improvement, if the
crystal
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l28l Section 204(3), Companies Code,
l,zel Charges in relation to negotiable inst,ruments or documents
of titìe to goods arising by way of pledge, deposit, letter
of hypothecation and trust receipt are exempted from

registration; s.200(2)(c),

Companies Code.

[30] A pledge would not be fixed with constructive notice

under

the Code, as an automatic clause cannot be notified on the
reg i ster.

l Section 5(1), Companies Code.
Deputv Federal Commissioner of Taxation
L32J See Norgard v.
(1e87) 5 ACLC 527:
Tri
i nental
L
v.
I Commissio ner
[33] An appropriate precedent has appeared in "Palmerts Company
Precedentstt since 19122 see Farrar, "The Crystallisation
of a Floating Charge", op cit, p, 415.
t31

1

l3+l

Re Obie Ptv Ltd (No. 2) (1983) 8 ACLR 574, at p. 581, per
Thomas J.: see also Re ldoodroffes (Musical Instruments)
t1e85l 3 tlllR 543; Re Brishtlife Ltd supra.

E

[35] Support has been expressed for the concept of selective
crystaìlisation: see Prof. R.M, Goode, "Legal Problems of
Credit and Securitytt, Centre for Commercial Law Studies,
Queen Mary College (University of London), (1982), pÞ. 4142.

[36]

to Discussion Paper No.
August 1987, General Insolvency Inquiry, p. 35, para.

See Law Reform Commission, Appendix

32,

R1.

t37]

See Law Reform Commission, Discussion Paper No. 32, August
1987, General InsoTvency Inquiry, p. 55, para, 135.

